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2 Examples: S5 and S6

Automorphism groups An automorphism of a group G is just an isomor-
phism of G with itself. The set of all automorphisms of G is easily seen to form
a group under composition, and is denoted Aut(G). The inner automorphisms
are the automorphisms φg for g ∈ G, defined by φg : x 7→ g−1xg. These form a
subgroup Inn(G) of Aut(G). Indeed, if α ∈ Aut(G), then it easy to check that
φα

g = φgα (where φα
g = α−1φgα, read from left to right for conformity with our

notation for permutations), so that Inn(G) is a normal subgroup of Aut(G).
Now it is easy to check that φgh = φgφh, and that φg = φh if and only if

gh−1 ∈ Z(G), so the map φ defined by φ : g 7→ φg is a homomorphism from G
onto Inn(G) with kernel Z(G). Therefore Inn(G) ∼= G/Z(G) and, in particular,
if Z(G) = 1 then G ∼= Inn(G). In this case, we can therefore identify G with
Inn(G), and thus embed G as a normal subgroup of Aut(G).

We define Out(G) = Aut(G)/Inn(G), called the outer automorphism group
of G. Note that, despite its name, its elements are not automorphisms! It is a
quotient group, not a subgroup, of Aut(G).

More generally, if G E H, then each element of H induces an automorphism
of G, by conjugation in H. Thus for example if n ≥ 4 then Sn is (isomorphic to)
a subgroup of Aut(An). It turns out that for n ≥ 7 it is actually the whole of
Aut(An). We shall not prove this here.

Observe that, since (a, b, c)(a, b, d) = (a, d)(b, c), the group An is generated by
its 3-cycles. Indeed, it is generated by the 3-cycles (1, 2, 3), (1, 2, 4), . . . , (1, 2, n).
Also note that for n ≥ 5, An has no subgroup of index k less than n—for if it
did there would be a homomorphism from An onto a transitive subgroup of Ak,
contradicting the fact that An is simple.

The outer automorphism of S6. Of all the symmetric groups, S6 is perhaps
the most remarkable. One manifestation of this is its exceptional outer automor-
phism. This is an isomorphism from S6 to itself which does not correspond to a
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permutation of the underlying set of six points. What this means is that there is
a completely different way for S6 to act on six points.

To construct a non-inner automorphism φ of S6 we first note that φ must map
the point stabilizer S5 to another subgroup H ∼= S5. However, H does not fix one
of the six points on which S6 acts. Therefore H is transitive on these six points.

So our first job is to construct a transitive action of S5 on six points. This
may be obtained in a natural way as the action of S5 by conjugation on its six
Sylow 5-subgroups. (If we wish to avoid using Sylow’s theorems at this point
we can simply observe that the 24 elements of order 5 belong to six cyclic sub-
groups 〈(1, 2, x, y, z)〉, and that these are permuted transitively by conjugation
by elements of S5.)

Going back to S6, we have now constructed our transitive subgroup H of index
6. Thus S6 acts naturally (and transitively) on the six cosets Hg by right multi-
plication. More explicitly, we have a group homomorphism φ : S6 → Sym({Hg :
g ∈ S6}) ∼= S6. The kernel of φ is trivial, since S6 has no non-trivial normal sub-
groups of index 6 or more. Hence φ is a group isomorphism, i.e. an automorphism
of S6.

But φ is not an inner automorphism, because it maps the transitive subgroup
H to the stabilizer of the trivial coset H, whereas inner automorphisms preserve
transitivity.

3 Finite fields

A field is a set F with operations of addition, subtraction, multiplication and divi-
sion satisfying the usual rules. That is, F has an element 0 such that (F, +,−, 0)
is an abelian group, and F \ {0} contains an element 1 such that (F \ {0}, ., /, 1)
is an abelian group, and x(y + z) = xy + xz. It is an easy exercise to show that
the subfield F0 generated by the element 1 in a finite field F is isomorphic to the
integers modulo p, for some p, and therefore p is prime (called the characteristic
of the field). Moreover, F is a vector space over F0, as the vector space axioms
are special cases of the field axioms. As every finite-dimensional vector space has
a basis of n vectors, v1, . . . , vn, say, and every vector has a unique expression∑n

i=1 aivi with ai ∈ F0, it follows that the field F has pn elements.
Conversely, for every prime p and every positive integer d there is a field of

order pd, which is unique up to isomorphism. [See below.]
The most important fact about finite fields which we need is that the multi-

plicative group of all non-zero elements is cyclic. For the polynomial ring F [x]
over any field F is a Euclidean domain and therefore a unique factorization do-
main. In particular a polynomial of degree n has at most n roots. If the multi-
plicative group F× of a field of order q has exponent e strictly less than q − 1,
then xe − 1 has q − 1 roots, which is a contradiction. Therefore the exponent
of F× is q − 1, so F× contains elements of order q − 1, since it is abelian, and
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therefore it is cyclic.
Note also that all elements x of F satisfy xq = x, and so the polynomial xq−x

factorizes in F [x] as
∏

α∈F (x−α). Moreover, the number of solutions to xn = 1 in
F is the greatest common divisor (n, q− 1) of n and q− 1. A useful consequence
of this for the field of order q2 is that for every µ ∈ Fq there are exactly q + 1
elements λ ∈ Fq2 satisfying λλ = λ1+q = µ, where λ = λq.

We now show that fields of order pd exist and are unique up to isomorphism.
Observe that if f is an irreducible polynomial of degree d over the field Fp

∼= Z/pZ
of order p, then Fp[x]/(f) is a field of order pd. Conversely, if F is a field of order
pd, let x be a generator for F×, so that the minimum polynomial for x over Fp

is an irreducible polynomial f of degree d, and F ∼= Fp[x]/(f). One way to see
that such a field exists is to observe that any field of order q = pd is a splitting
field for the polynomial xq − x. Splitting fields always exist, by adjoining roots
one at a time until the polynomial factorises into linear factors. But then the set
of roots of xq − x is closed under addition and multiplication, since if xq = x and
yq = y then (xy)q = xqyq = xy and (x + y)q = xq + yq = x + y. Hence this set of
roots is a subfield of order q, as required.

To show that the field of order q = pd does not depend on the particular
irreducible polynomial we choose, suppose that f1 and f2 are two such, and
Fi = Fp[x]/(fi). Since f2(t) divides tq − t, and tq − t factorizes into linear factors
over F1, it follows that F1 contains an element y with f2(y) = 0. Hence the map
x 7→ y extends to a field homomorphism from F2 to a subfield of F1. Moreover,
the kernel is trivial, since fields have no quotient fields, so this map is a field
isomorphism, since the fields are finite.

If also f1 = f2 then any automorphism of F = F1 = F2 has this form, so is
defined by the image of x, which must be one of the d roots of f1. Hence the
group of automorphisms of F has order d. On the other hand, the map y 7→ yp

(for all y ∈ F ) is an automorphism of F , and has order d. Hence Aut(F ) is cyclic
of order d.

4 General linear groups

Let V be a vector space of dimension n over the finite field Fq of order q. The
general linear group GL(V ) is the set of invertible linear maps from V to itself.
Without much loss of generality, we may take V as the vector space Fn

q of n-
tuples of elements of Fq, and identify GL(V ) with the group (denoted GLn(q)) of
invertible n× n matrices over Fq.

There are certain obvious normal subgroups of G = GLn(q). For example, the
centre, Z say, consists of all the scalar matrices λIn, where 0 6= λ ∈ Fq and In is
the n×n identity matrix. Thus Z is a cyclic normal subgroup of order q−1. The
quotient G/Z is called the projective general linear group, and denoted PGLn(q).

Also, since det(AB) = det(A) det(B), the determinant map is a group homo-
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morphism from GLn(q) onto the multiplicative group of the field, so its kernel
is a normal subgroup of index q − 1. This kernel is called the special linear
group SLn(q), and consists of all the matrices of determinant 1. Similarly, we can
quotient SLn(q) by the subgroup of scalars it contains, to obtain the projective
special linear group PSLn(q), sometimes abbreviated to Ln(q). [The alert reader
will have noticed that as defined here, PSLn(q) is not a necessarily a subgroup
of PGLn(q). However, there is an obvious isomorphism between PSLn(q) and a
normal subgroup of PGLn(q), so we shall ignore the subtle distinction.]

The orders of the linear groups Now an invertible matrix takes a basis to a
basis, and is determined by the image of an ordered basis. The only condition on
this image is that the ith vector is linearly independent of the previous ones—but
these span a space of dimension i − 1, which has qi−1 vectors in it, so the order
of GLn(q) is

|GLn(q)| = (qn − 1)(qn − q)(qn − q2) · · · (qn − qn−1)
= qn(n−1)/2(q − 1)(q2 − 1) · · · (qn − 1). (1)

The orders of SLn(q) and PGLn(q) are equal, being |GLn(q)| divided by q −
1. To obtain the order of PSLn(q), we need to know which scalars λIn have
determinant 1. But det(λIn) = λn, and the number of solutions to xn = 1 in the
field Fq is the greatest common divisor (n, q − 1) of n and q − 1. Thus the order
of PSLn(q) is

|PSLn(q)| =
1

(n, q − 1)
qn(n−1)/2

n∏
i=2

(qi − 1). (2)

The groups PSLn(q) are all simple except for the small cases PSL2(2) ∼= S3

and PSL2(3) ∼= A4. We shall prove the simplicity of these groups below. First
we note that these exceptions are genuine. For PSL2(2) ∼= GL2(2), and GL2(2)
permutes the three non-zero vectors of F2

2; moreover, any two of these vectors
form a basis for the space, so the action of GL2(2) is 2-transitive, and faithful, so
GL2(2) ∼= S3.

Similarly, GL2(3) permutes the four 1-dimensional subspaces of F2
3, spanned

by the vectors (1, 0), (0, 1), (1, 1) and (1,−1). The action is 2-transitive since
the group acts transitively on ordered bases. Moreover, fixing the standard basis,

up to scalars, the matrix

(
1 0
0 −1

)
interchanges the other two 1-spaces, so the

action of GL2(3) is S4. The kernel of the action is just the group of scalar matrices,
and the matrices of determinant 1 act as even permutations, so PSL2(3) ∼= A4.

We use the term linear group loosely to refer to any of the groups GLn(q),
SLn(q), PGLn(q) or PSLn(q).
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5 The projective line and some exceptional iso-

morphisms

There are many isomorphisms between the small linear groups and other groups.
Some of the most interesting are

L2(2) ∼= S3,
L2(3) ∼= A4,

L2(4) ∼= L2(5) ∼= A5,
L2(9) ∼= A6 (3)

We have already proved the first two of these. In this section we use the projective
line to prove the other three. It is convenient to work in PSL2(q) directly as a
group of permutations of the 1-dimensional subspaces of F2

q, and to this end we
label the 1-spaces by the ratio of the coordinates: that is 〈(x, 1)〉 is labelled x,
and 〈(1, 0)〉 is labelled ∞. The set of 1-spaces is then identified with the set
Fq ∪ {∞}, called the projective line over Fq, and denoted PL(q). The matrix(

a b
c d

)
∈ GL2(q) now acts on the projective line as z 7→ az+c

bz+d
, or, working in

the traditional way with column vectors rather than row vectors,(
a b
c d

)
: z 7→ az + b

cz + d
. (4)

If z 7→ z for all z in the projective line, then putting z = 0 gives c = 0 and
putting z = ∞ gives b = 0, and putting z = 1 then gives a = d, so the matrix
is a scalar. In other words, we get a faithful action of PGL2(q) on the projective
line. Notice that any two points of the projective line determine a basis of the
2-space, up to scalar multiplications of the two basis vectors separately. Given
any change of basis matrix we can multiply by a diagonal matrix to make the
determinant of the product 1. Thus PSL2(q) is also 2-transitive on the points of
the projective line.

The isomorphism PSL2(4) ∼= A5. Now PSL2(4) ∼= SL2(4) permutes the
five points of PL(4) 2-transitively. The field F4 of order r may be defined as
{0, 1, ω, ω} where ω = ω2 and ω2 + ω = 1. Fixing the points 0 and ∞ in
PL(4) = {∞, 0, 1, ω, ω} we still have the map z 7→ ωz/ω = ωz (defined by the

matrix

(
ω 0
0 ω

)
)which acts as a 3-cycle on the remaining three points 1, ω,

ω. Thus the action of PSL2(4) contains at least a group A5. But the orders of
PSL2(4) and A5 are the same, and therefore the two groups are isomorphic.

The isomorphism PSL2(5) ∼= A5. The isomorphism L2(5) ∼= A5 may be shown
by putting a projective line structure onto the set of six Sylow 5-subgroups of
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A5. For example if we label 〈(1, 2, 3, 4, 5)〉 as ∞ and, reading modulo 5, label
〈(t+1, t+3, t+2, t, t+4)〉 as t for t = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, then the generators (1, 2, 3, 4, 5)
and (2, 3)(4, 5) of A5 act on the line as z 7→ z + 1 and z 7→ −1/z. Hence there is
a homomorphism φ : A5 → L2(5), which is easily seen to be injective. Moreover
|A5| = |L2(5)|, so the two groups are isomorphic. [Notice that this isomorphism
is intimately connected with the outer automorphism of S6, as constructed in
Section 1.]

The isomorphism PSL2(9) ∼= A6. The isomorphism L2(9) ∼= A6 is best shown
by labelling the ten points of the projective line PL(9) with the ten partitions of
six points into two subsets of size 3 (equivalently, the ten Sylow 3-subgroups of
A6). Take F9 = {0,±1,±i,±1 ± i}, where i2 = −1. Let the 3-cycle (1, 2, 3) act
on the points by z 7→ z + 1 and let (4, 5, 6) act by z 7→ z + i. Then the point ∞
fixed by these two 3-cycles corresponds to the partition (123|456), and we may
choose the point 0 to correspond to the partition (423|156), so that the rest of
the correspondence is determined by the action of the 3-cycles above. We can
now generate PSL2(9) by adjoining the map z 7→ −1/z, which we can check acts
on the points in the same way as the permutation (2, 3)(1, 4). Thus we have a
homomorphism from L2(9) onto A6, and since these two groups have the same
order, they are isomorphic. Notice incidentally that an odd permutation of S6

realises a field automorphism of F9: for example, the map z 7→ z3 corresponds to
the transposition (5, 6). Thus S6

∼= PΣL2(9), which is not isomorphic to PGL2(9).

The actions of PSL2(11) on 11 points The action of PSL2(q) on the q + 1
points of the projective line is usually the smallest permutation action. How-
ever, we have seen that PSL2(5) ∼= A5 so has an action on 5 points. Similarly,
PSL2(7) ∼= PSL3(2), so has an action on 7 points (indeed, it has two such actions:
one on the seven 1-dimensional subspaces, and one on the seven 2-dimensional
subspaces). The only other simple group PSL2(p) which has an action on fewer
than p + 1 points is PSL2(11), which has two distinct actions on 11 points.

Consider the partition of the projective line PL(11) into six pairs

(∞, 0)(1, 2)(3, 6)(4, 8)(5, X)(9, 7),

where we write X = 10 for simplicity. It is easy to see that this partition has
just 11 images under the subgroup 11:5 of PSL2(11) generated by z 7→ z + 1 and
z 7→ 3z. Now consider the action of z 7→ −1/z on these 11 partitions. Label them
pt, so that pt is the partition in which ∞ is paired with t. A small calculation
shows that z 7→ −1/z preserves this set of partitions, and acts as the permutation
(1, 9)(2, 6)(4, 5)(7, 8) on the pt. Of course, the map z 7→ z + 1 on PL(11) acts as
t 7→ t + 1, and similarly z 7→ 3z acts as t 7→ 3t.

The other action on 11 points may be obtained by taking the image under
z 7→ −z of the partitions given above.
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Projective planes Analogous to the construction of a projective line from a
2-dimensional vector space, a 3-dimensional vector space gives rise to a projective
plane. This consists of points (i.e. 1-dimensional subspaces of the vector space)
and lines (i.e. 2-dimensional subspaces). If the underlying field is Fq, then there
are q2 + q +1 points and q2 + q +1 lines, with q +1 points on each line, and q +1
lines through each point.

For example if q = 2 there are 7 points and 7 lines. If the points are labelled
by integers modulo 7, then the lines may be taken as the seven sets {t, t+1, t+3}.
The automorphism group PGL3(2) may then be generated by the permutations
t 7→ t + 1, t 7→ 2t and (1, 2)(3, 6) of the points.

Similarly if q = 3 the thirteen points may be labelled by the integers modulo
13 (where for convenience we write X = 10, E = 11 and T = 12) in such a way
that the lines are {t, t + 1, t + 3, t + 9}. Then the automorphism group PGL3(3)
is generated by the permutations t 7→ t+1, t 7→ 3t and (1, 3)(2, 6)(8, E)(X, T ) of
the points.
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